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ENGLISH TEXT 
 
 

We will never know how the destinies of these great artists crossed, the fact is that their 
first album is a job well done and very intense, very professional. Yanic (ex-Quo Vadis) 
on drums, Julie B. Roy on vocals and violin, Felix Schumacher at the guitar and Chicco 

Parisi at the bass guitar have joined forces to produce this beautiful album from 
variegated shades. The tight rhythms of the musical pieces, joined to a funky-flavored 

bass, and melodic parts that alternate with “growl” sections, make 'We Are But Human' a 
work that will satisfy the most diverse musical appetites. We pass from a great drum 

work to a peculiar use of the voice of the beautiful Julie, who sometimes may push too 
much, but still without ever passing her limits. Difficult to track the complex variety of 

musical influences that generated this new creature, definitely the many diverse evocative 
sounds you will hear will raise plenty of discussion about what genre they are presenting 

us. It does not matter what they do, but how they do it, and GoneInApril sounds damn 
good. Even the slight retro atmosphere that you can sense in the tracks is not bad at all. 
We always feel we are listening to something with an ancient flavor, but the quartet has 

clear ideas. Now we only hope they will be able to communicate the same emotions live. 
 

An album for everyone, energetic and full of melody 
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LINE UP 
Yanic Bercier Drums 

Chicco Parisi Bass 
Julie Belanger Roy Vocals, Viola, Violin 

Felix Shoemaker Guitars, Vocals 




